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Abstract

We study the following problem: two agents Alice and Bob are con
nected to each other by independent discrete memoryless channels. They
wish to generate common randomness bycommunicating interactively over
the two channels. Assuming that Alice and Bob are allowed access to
independent external random sources at rates (in bits per step of com
munication) of Ha and Hb, respectively, we show that they can gener
ate common randomness at a rate of max{min [Ha + H(W\Q), I(P\ V)] +
min [HB + H(V\P)J(Q; W)]} bits per step. Here, V is the channel from
Alice to Bob, and W is the channel from Bob to Alice. The maximum

is over all probability distributions P and Q on the input alphabets of V
and W respectively. We also prove a strong converse which establishes the
above rate as the highest attainable in this situation.
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1 Introduction

As pointed out by Ahlswede and Csiszar in [2], there are several situations in
which common randomness available to communicating agents plays a signifi
cant role. For example, in the theory of identification via noisy channels ([3],
M» [5]), the maximum achievable identification rate is essentially determined by
the amount of common randomness that the transmitter and receiver can set up.
Common randomness available to transmitter and receiver also allows them to
use random codes for data transmission, which can be far superior to determin
istic codes in certain situations, e.g., with arbitrarily varying channels ([1], [7]).
Finally, in the theory of communication complexity, it is known that common ran
domness can significantly reduce the amount of inter-processor communication
required to perform certain computations in a distributed setting ([8], [11]). For
these and other reasons, Ahlswede and Csiszar [2] proposed a systematic study
of the role of common randomness in information theory.

Now, in a situation where the communicating agents only have access to inde
pendent random sources, they must set up common randomness by exchanging
the outputs of their respective sources. Typically, this exchange must take place
over noisy channels. However, in this situation, it is conceivable that they could
generate additional common randomness by somehow exploiting the noise on
those channels. In fact, intuition suggests that the agents should be able to gen
erate common randomness even in the absence of any external random sources,
simply by communicating over the noisy channels and making use of the ran
domness in the channel outputs. It is then naturally of interest to determine the
maximum rate, in bits per step of communication, at which common randomness
can be extracted from channel noise in this way.

In this paper, we answer the above question for the case of two agents Alice
and Bob connected to each other in both directions by independent discrete
memoryless channels. To illustrate the problem, consider the simple case where
the channel from Alice to Bob is binary symmetric with crossover probability 1/2,
and that from Bob to Alice is a noiseless binary channel. Suppose the following
communication takes place between them: Alice transmits 0 in n successive steps;
and in step k, 2 < k < n, Bob echoes the bit he received in step k —1 back to
Alice. Then, after n steps, both Alice and Bob know the value of a random
variable uniformly distributed over a set of size 2n_1, i.e., they have generated
n — 1 bits of "common randomness."

Note that this common randomness is derived from the noise on the channel

from Alice to Bob at a rate of (n — l)/n bits per step, which can be made
arbitrarily close to 1 by making n large enough. It is not hard to see that in the
absence of external sources no rate higher than 1 bit per step can be achieved
here. Thus, the common randomness "capacity" of this pair of channels is 1 bit



per step, even without external sources.
In the general case of arbitrary discrete memoryless channels both ways, the

situation is more complicated; it may not be possible to guarantee perfect agree
ment between Alice and Bob, or to generate random variables with perfectly uni
form distributions. Therefore, we will only require that Alice and Bob generate
random variables that agreewith high probability, and have distributions close to
uniform on some common set. The question of interest, then, is how fast the size
of this set can grow with the number of steps of communication. The common
randomness capacity measures the maximum achievable rate of this growth.

The precise formulation of the problem appears in Section 2.2. The main
result, stated in Section 2.3, is the determination of the common randomness
capacity for an arbitrary pair of channels when no external sources of randomness
are available to either agent. We also consider the case where both agents have
access to independent i.i.d. sources of randomness, which they can sample once
for each step of communication (this constrains the rate at which they receive
external randomness). While this problem appears to be more general, we will
show in Section 2.4 that it can actually bereduced to the problem with noexternal
sources.

For the simple special case of a DMC with perfect instantaneous feedback,
the common randomness capacity was obtained by Ahlswede and Dueck in [3],
as an auxiliary result in the proof of their identification theorem. They consid
ered two situations, one where no external randomness is available, and another
where the agent at the transmitting end of the DMC has unlimited randomness
(in both situations, the agent at the receiving end of the DMC is essentially "pas
sive" since he cannot control the inputs to the feedback channel in any way). In
fact, in all the identification problems studied in [3] and [4], it turns out that the
(second-order) identification capacity equals the (first-order) common random
ness capacity. These results were an important motivation for our study of the
common randomness capacity in the general case, where both agents can play an
"active" role and both channels are allowed to be noisy.

Another area in which common randomness has an obvious significance is
cryptography: if two agents share a random key about which an eavesdropper has
no information, they can use it to achieve secure communication between them,
through encryption of messages. In this context, the problem is one of secret
sharing, i.e., generating common randomness at two terminals without giving
information about it to an eavesdropper. This has recently been addressed by
Maurer ([9], [10]), and Ahlswede and Csiszar [2].

In the "channel-type" modelintroduced in [2], the two terminals are connected
by a discrete memoryless channel with one input and two outputs. One terminal
governs the input, while the outputs are seen by the other terminal and the
wiretapper, respectively. There is also a noiseless public two-way channel of



unlimited capacity connecting the two terminals. Both terminals have access to
independent and unlimited sources of randomness, to begin with. The authors
proved bounds on the maximum rate at which the two terminals could generate
a shared secret key, under various restrictions on the use of the public channel.

In contrast, no secrecy constraints are imposed in our model, i.e., the random
outputs generated by the two agents need not be kept secret from any eavesdrop
pers. However, the results proved here are not implied by those of [2], because
both channels here are allowed to be noisy and constrained in capacity, and no
restrictions are imposed on the allowed use of these two channels.

2 Statement of problem and result

2.1 Preliminaries

A discrete memoryless channel (DMC) with input alphabet 2, output alphabet
2, and transition probability function U will be denoted by (Z, £,£/), or just U
if no confusion can result.

V{Z) will denote the set of all probability distributions on the set Z, and
Vn{Z) C V(Z) will denote the set of all n-types, i.e., P € Vn(Z) iff nP(z) is
an integer for all z € Z. W(Z, Z\ will denote the set of all DMCs with input
alphabet Z and output alphabet Z. The notation for all standard information-
theoretic quantities is that of [6].

All logarithms and exponentials will be to the base two. Throughout, [L] will
denote the set of integers {1,2,..., L}.

2.2 Definition of a protocol

We will now formulate precisely the problem of generating common randomness
over noisy channels in the absence of external sources. Later, in Section 2.4, we
will show how the external sources can be incorporated into this framework.

Let the DMC from Alice to Bob be (X, X,V), and that from Bob to Alice be
(y, J\ W). To generate common randomness, Alice and Bob communicate with
each other for a certain number of steps. In each step, Alice transmits a symbol
to Bob across V and, simultaneously, Bob transmits a symbol to Alice across W.
These symbols are determined by an agreed-upon strategy, as functions only of
all the past receptions available to the respective senders.

Formally, an n-step strategy is a pair (f,g), with / = (/i,/2,. • -,/n) and
9 = (9u92, •. • ,gn) • Here, Jx € X, gt € 3>, and, for 2 < k < n, fk : yk~l -» X
and g/t : Xk~l -*> y. Let Xk and V* denote the symbols transmitted by Alice and
Bob respectively in the kth step, 1 < k < n, and let these be received as Xk and



Yk respectively. Then, A'i = fu Y\ = gu and, for 2 < k < n, Xk = fk{Yk~l) and
Yk = ^(A'fc_1). Note that

Pr [A'» =i», i'» =yn] =ft [V (i* |/*(**-')) •W(fe |̂ (^-1))] • (1)
k=\

The A: = 1termonthe right hand side is to beunderstood as V (xi \ f\)-W {yx \gx).
After n steps, each agent separately decides whether the attempt to generate

common randomness was successful or not, and in the former case computes a
random output. Alice's decision is based only on Yn% and Bob's is based only on
Xn. Their random outputs take values in the common finite set [K] = I1,..., A'}.
Formally, Alice computes S = S(Yn) and Bob computes T = T(Xn), where
S : P1 -> {e} U [K] and T : Xn -• {e} U[A']. Here, e is a symbol indicating
failure to generate common randomness.

The quadruple (/,p,5,T) defines an (n,A') protocol for generating common
randomness. Of course, the "amount" of randomness generated by the protocol,
and the extent to which it is "common," are determined by the joint distribution
of 5 and T. Ideally, we would like

Pr [S(Yn) =T(Xn) =/] =1 for each /e [A'], (2)
with A as large as possible. If (2) were true, S and T would be equal with
probability 1, and uniformly distributed over [A']. (There would be no "failure"
events of positive probability.)

In general, it is not possible to satisfy (2) except in the trivial case K = 1.
Therefore, we will have to settle for approximate equality and uniformity of S
and T. To this end, we make the following definition: (/,p,5,T) is an (n, A', A)
protocol if

^ <Pr [S(Yn) =T(Xn) =l] <l-±± for each /G[A]. (3)
This definition is of interest only for Ain [0,1). For, if A> 1, we can satisfy (3)
with arbitrarily large A (for any n) simply by taking S(yn) and T(xn) to be e
for all (xn,t/n), thus making the problem trivial.

To motivate the above definition, note that (3) implies

Pr U {S = T = l} > 1 - A, (4)

so that, if A is small, both agents compute the same random output with high
probability. In particular, the probability that either agent declares failure to



generate common randomness is small. Further, since Pr[S # T] < A, Fano's
inequality gives

max {H(S\T),H(T\S)} < 1+ Alog A'. (5)
Also,

A'

H(S,T) > -X;Pr[S=r=/]logPr[S=:r=:/]

>- ihn^)
> (l-A)logA-l, sinceO<A<l. (6)

From (5) and (6),

min{#(S), H(T)} > (1 - 2A) log A' - 2. (7)

Thus, if A is small, each agent generates a random output whose distribution is
close to uniform on [A']. For future reference, note also that

/(5;r)>(l-3A)logA-3. (8)

2.3 Main result

Fix A€ [0,1). For each n > 1, define A"(n, A) to be the largest K such that there
exists an (n, A', A) protocol. The main result proved here is the following:

Theorem 2.1 (Main Theorem) Let

R*(V\ W) = max {min [H(W\Q), I(P; V)} +min [H(V'|P), I(Q; W)} }. (9)

Then:

(a) (Direct part)

lim.inf-logA'(n,A) > Rm for all AG (0,1). (10)

(b) (Converse part)

limsup-log A'(n,A) < Rm for all AG [0,1). (11)
n-K» n

Thus, limn-.oofl/njlog A'(n, A) = R" for all AG (0,1).



Define rate R of generating common randomness to be achievable if there
exists a sequence of (n, A'„,An) protocols such that

lim An =0 and lim inf^^ >R. (12)
n-foo n-foo n ~

Then, (10) is obviously equivalent to the statement that any rate not exceeding R*
is achievable. A "weak" converse to (10) would merely assert that rates above R*
are not achievable. In the Appendix, weoutline the simple proof of the following
statement which implies the weak converse:

lim lim sup - log A'(n, A) < Rm. (13)
AW n->oo n

However, (11) says much more than (13); in the usual terminology, (11) is a
"strong" converse to (10). Together, (10) and (11) justify the interpretation of R*
as the common randomness capacity of the given pair of channels (in the absence
of external sources). We will prove (10) in Section 3 and (11) in Section 4.

2.4 Incorporating external random sources

We will now address the following question: in the above framework, suppose
Alice and Bob do have access to external sources of randomness at certain rates.
What would the common randomness capacity then be, as a function of these
rates and the characteristics of the channels?

While this problem appears to be more general, we will show that it is not
really so. Suppose Alice and Bob have independent i.i.d. sources with respective
entropies HA and Hb bits per symbol. Let Au A2,... be the sequence of outputs
from Alice's source, and Bu B2,... that from Bob's source. We will assume that
Alice and Bob can sample their sources once for each step of communication,
i.e., just before the kth step of communication, Alice learns Ak and Bob learns
Bk. (Thus, they receive external randomness at the rates of HA and Hb bits per
step.) They are then allowed to choose Xk and Yk as functions of (Ak,Yle~i) and
(Bk, A'*"1) respectively. Similarly, S = S(An,Yn) and T =T(Bn,Xn) (assuming
the protocol has n steps). The requirement for an (n, A', A) protocol is the same
as before, viz., for each / G[A'], Pr[S = T = I] (which involves an averaging over
(An, Bn) also) should be within A/A' of 1/A.

If K'(n, A) is the largest K such that there exists an (n, A', A) protocol in this
situation, then for any AG(0,1) we claim that lim„_K30(l/n) log K'(n, A) equals

max {min[HA +H(W\Q)y /(P; V)] +min [HB +H(V\P), I(Q- W)]}. (14)
Q€V{y)



To see this, consider the original problem (without external sources) but with the
channels (.Y, .¥,V) and (y, y, W) replaced by (,¥, XxB, V) and (y, j> x .4, HP)
respectively. Here, .4 and B are the alphabets in which Ak and £* respectively
take values, V(x,b\x) = V{x\x)Pr[Bk = 6], and W(y,a\y) = W(y\y)Pr[Ak = o].
Then, we maythink of the channel V as providing the sequence BuB2,... to Bob,
and the channel W as providing AuA2,... to Alice (in addition to behaving like
V and W respectively).

Clearly, to any (n, A',A) protocol in the problem with external sources over
V and W, there corresponds an (n + 1,A',A) protocol in the problem without
external sources over V and W (an extra step is required at the beginning just
to provide Ai to Alice and B\ to Bob); and to any (n, A',A) protocol in the
latter problem, there corresponds an (n, A',A) protocol in the former. Therefore,
lim„_HX)(l/7z)log A'(n,A) = limnH>00(l/?2)log A'(n, A), for any A G [0,1). It only
remains to observe that R*{V, W) reduces to (14).

In fact, the capacity remains the same even if An and Bn are revealed to Alice
and Bob right at the start of an n-step protocol. The proof of this only requires
some simple modifications to the proof of the converse in Section 4.

2.5 Examples

Let Hv = max, H(V{-\x)) and Hw = max, H(W(-\y)). Let Cv = maxP I(P; V)
and Cw = maxQ I(Q; W) be the Shannon capacities of V and W.

1) Suppose H(V(-\x)) = Hv for all x, and H(W(-\y)) = Hw for all y (this
holds, e.g., for all symmetric channels). Then, the maximum in (14) is attained
by the P and Q that achieve the Shannon capacities of V and W, respectively,
and the common randomness capacity reduces to m'm[HA + Hw, Cv] +min[i/s +
HV,CW]. In fact, this is always an upper bound on the capacity.

In particular, consider the case where V and W are both binary symmetric
channels, with crossover probabilities p and q respectively. Then, assuming Ha =
Hb = 0, the common randomness capacityequals mm{h(p)+h(q), 2—h(p)—h(q)},
where h(-) is the binary entropy function. Note that this is 0 iff h(p) = h(q) = 0
or h(p) = h(q) = 1. In the first case, the two channels do not provide any ran
domness (zero entropy), although they allow for perfect agreement between the
two agents (high capacity). In the second case, the situation is reversed; a trans
mission by either agent provides a totally random bit to the other (high entropy),
but the randomness generated this way cannot be reliably communicated back to
the sender (zero capacity).

On the other hand, the capacity attains its maximum value of 1 whenever the
entropies and capacities balance each other, i.e., when h(p) + h(q) = (1 —h(p)) +
(1 —h(q)). It is somewhat surprising that it is possible to generate common
randomness at a rate of 1 bit per step in all these cases.



In the binary symmetric case, a much simpler proof of Theorem 2.1 is given in
[12]. This proof can easily beextended to the case where V and W are symmetric
DMCs.

2) Suppose Hw = 0, i.e., W is completely noiseless. Then, (14) reduces to
maxp{min[^,/(F; V)) + mm[HB + H(V\P),CW]}. In addition, (a) if HA = 0,
then the capacity is mm[HB + HV,CW]; (b) if Cw > Hv, HA > Cv, and
HB < Cw - Hv, then the capacity is HB + maxP H(PV). These are slight
generalizations of the results of Ahlswede and Dueck [3] for DMCs with feedback,
mentioned in the Introduction.

On the other hand, if Cw = 0 (i.e., W is completely noisy), then (14) reduces
tomin[/yi4 + ffw\Cvr].

3) If HA > Cv and HB > Cw, then (14) just equals Cv + Cw. Thus, if
Alice and Bob have external randomness available at sufficiently large rates, then
there is nothing to be gained from channel noise (they can simply exchange their
source outputs, using the usual channel coding techniques, in order to generate
common randomness at the optimal rate).

3 Proof of the direct part

We will now prove that Alice and Bob can generate common randomness at rates
arbitrarily close to R*y i.e., for any R < R*, we will prove the existence of a
sequence of (n, A'n, An) protocols satisfying (12). This suffices to prove the direct
part of Theorem 2.1.

Actually, to prove that rate R is achievable, it is sufficient to exhibit a
(t2, A'f2, A(2) protocol for each t, such that

lim At2 =0 and lim inf °g„ ° > R.

For, given any n satisfying t2 < n < (t + l)2, Alice and Bob could execute
the (tf2, A"(2, A^) protocol and fill the remaining n —t2 steps arbitrarily, without
affecting the rate achieved. (Essentially, this is because lim^oo t2/(t + l)2 = 1.)
We will therefore restrict attention to protocols with r2 steps, in all that follows.
But, first, we state some results that will be needed in the proof.

3.1 Preliminary results

Definition 3.1 A (t, £,7) block code for the DMC (Z,Z,U) is a collection
{(c/,C/) : / = 1,2,..., L) , where c/ G Zl for each I G [L], Ci,C2,...,Cl partition
i', and V1 [d Jci) >1- 7for each IG[L].



Lemma 3.1 Lett > 1, R > 0, and L < 2tR. Then, for any P GVt(Z), there
exists a (*, £, exp[-tE(R, P, U) + o(0)) 6/ocit code for the DMC (Z, i, U), all of
whose codewords have type P. Here,

E(R, P, U) = min {DdJ'WUlP) + (/(P; £/') - fl)+|.

£(#, P, CO i5 a continuous function ofR and P, w/iic/i is positive if R < I(P; U)
and zero otherwise.

Proof: Standard. See Theorem 5.2 on p. 165 of [6]. •

Definition 3.2 Let c e Z* and C C Z*. An (L,r) equipartition ofC w.r.t. c,
over the DMC(Z,Z,U), is a partition ofC into L+l subsetsC(e),C(\),.. .,£(£)
such that Ul (C(l) |c) is the same for all IG[L], and Ul (C(e) Ic) <r.

Lemma 3.2 Le* *> 1, R > 0, and L < 2tR. Then, for any c e Z* and C C Zl,
there exists an (L,exp[-tF{R,Q,U) + o(t)]) equipartition of c w.r.t. C, over the
DMC(Z,Z,U). Here, Q GVt(Z) is the type of c, and

F(R, Q, U) = min . [DiU'mQ) +(H(U'\Q) - Rf].
u'ew(z,z)L J

F(R,Q,U) is a continuous function of R andQ, which is positive if R < H(U\Q)
and zero otherwise.

Proof: Appendix. •

3.2 Block codes and equipartitions of their decoding re
gions

Let P* G V(X) and Q* G V(y) be the distributions achieving the maximum
in (9). Assume that V and W are such that both mm[H{W\Qm),I(P9\ V)] and
m'm[H(V\Pm),I(Q*\W)] are positive. The degenerate cases where one of these
terms is zero can be handled with obvious modifications, and will therefore not
be considered. Let

RA = mm[H(W\Q-),I(P';V))-e,
RB = mm[H(V\P')J(Q*;W)]-e,

where e > 0 is small enough that RA and Rb are positive. Then, E(/?.4,P", V),
E(RB,Q*,W), F(Rb,P*,V), and F{RA,Q\W) are all positive. Choose types
Pt G Vt(X) and Qt G Vt{y), t = 1,2,..., such that Pt -+ P* and Qt -^ Q* as t ->

10



oo. By continuity, E(RA,PUV), E(RB,QhW), F(RB,PUV\ and F(RA,QUW)
are all bounded away from zero if t is sufficiently large.

The sequence of protocols to be described will achieve the rate R* - 2e. The
protocol with t2 steps requires two block codes of blocklength t (one for each
channel), and equipartitions of their decoding regions w.r.t. the corresponding
codewords. We will describe these now.

Let M= [2tR*\ - 1, N= [2tR*\ - 1, p=exp{-*F(/?B,P,,V) +o(t)}y and
cr = exp{-tF(RA,Qt,W) + o(t)}. Pick arbitrary sequences a e X* and b G y
of types Pt and Qt respectively. Then, Lemma 3.2 guarantees that:

(a) there exists an (N,p) equipartition of Xf w.r.t. a over V, into subsets
A(e),A(l),...,A(N).

(b) there exists an (A/,cr) equipartition of y1 w.r.t. b over W, into subsets
5(e),5(l),...,5(Af).

From the definition of equipartition. it follows that

jf > V'(AU)\*) >^ for each jG[N], (15)
-^ > '̂(B(t)|b) >i^ for each iG[M]. (16)

Before communication begins, Alice and Bob agree upon such sequences and
equipartitions.

Next, let a = exp{-tE(RA,Pt%V) + o(t)} and 0 = exp{-tE{RB,Qt,W) +
o(f)}- Then, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2,

(a) there exists a (t, M + 1, a) block code {(at, .4.) : i G {e} U [A/]} for V, all
of whose codewords have type Pt. Further, for each i G {e} U[A/], there exists an
(N,p) equipartition of At w.r.t. a,- over V, into subsets Ai(e),A{(l),.. .,Ai(N).

(b) there exists a (*, N + 1,/?) block code {(b,-,^-) : j G {e} U [N]} for W, all
of whose codewords have type Qt. Further, for each j G{e} U[iV], there exists an
(M, <t) equipartition of Bj w.r.t. b_, over W, into subsets tfj(e),5j(l),..., Bj(M).

Since 1 > V'(A|a,-) > 1- a and 1 > \V\Bj\hj) > 1 - /?, we have

^ >VW)|a.-) >l~x~P for each j'€ [N], (17)
jj > W'lBjWbj) > X~&M~G for each t' G[M]. (18)

Before communication begins, Alice and Bob agree upon such block codes and
equipartitions of their decoding regions.

11



3.3 Outline of the protocol

The protocol proceeds in t rounds, indexed 0,1,... ,t - 1. In each round, Alice
and Bob send each other sequences of length J, so that the total number of steps
is t2. We will describe these t rounds recursively.

In round 0, Alice and Bob transmit the sequences a and b respectively. Alice
defines S\ to be the i G {e} U [M] such that the sequence she received from Bob
falls in B(i). Similarly, Bob defines 7\ to be the j G {e} U [N] such that the
sequence he received from Alice falls in A(j). This completes round 0.

Now let 1 < k < t. Assume that Alice and Bob have computed Sfe G {e}U[Af]
and Tk G {e} U [JV], respectively, based on the sequences they received in round
k —1. Then, in round k, Alice transmits the codeword a(5*) and Bob transmits
the codeword b(Tjt). (The indices are written in parentheses, rather than as
subscripts, for typographical convenience.)

Based on the sequences they receive from each other, Alice and Bob try to
guess the index of the codeword sent by the other, and also decide the index of
the codeword to transmit in the next round. This is done as follows: Alice finds
the (ij) G({e} U[M]) x ({e} U[N]) such that the sequence she received falls in
Bj(i). She then estimates Tk as 7* = j, and takes Sk+i = i. Similarly, Bob finds
the (i. j) G ({e} U [A/]) x ({e} U [N]) such that the sequence he received falls in
Ai(j). He then estimates Sk as §k = i\ and takes Tk+i = j. This completes round
k.

Let

S = ((51,f1),(52,f2)...,(5t.1,f;_1)),
T = [(Sl,T1),(S2,T2)...,(St.uTt.l)).

Both S and T can take on [(A/ + l)(N + l)]'~l different values. Of these, there
are (MN)'~l in which none of the 2(t—1) components is e. Let 71 be an arbitrary
function that maps these (MAT)'"1 possibilities onto [(A/AT)*-1], and maps all the
remaining possibilities to e.

Then, after round t — 1, Alice and Bob take their random outputs to be
S = ft(S) and T = ft(T), respectively. Thus, both S and T take values in
{e} U [A'], where K = (MN)'-1.

3.4 Analysis

We will now prove that the sequence of protocols just described does achieve the
rate R" - 2c.

12



Claim 3.1 (a) For each k G{1,2,...,* - 1}, choose any (ik,jk) G [M] x [N],
Then,

w^ >Pr [s =T-((,w»))tS] >(jg^rr
where A= t (a + p + j3 + <r) -• 0 as * -• oo.

(6J lim^00(l/i2)log(MAT)<-1 = RT - 2e.

Proof: Let Gk ={5* = i*, Tk =jk} and Gk = {Sk =u, ffc =j*}. Then,

Pr [S =T=((u, j*))^ =^ f) (ft n&) (19)

Now, for each /? > 1, (Sfc,7fc,5jt+i,Tjt+iJ is conditionally independent of
(Sf"1,^-1,^-1,^-1), given (S*,7i). Therefore,

Pr f] (ft n&) =Pr [Gx] Cf[ Pr [&k 0GM\Gk]) Pr [dM\G^i] . (20)
.Jk=i J \k=i /

We will bound each of the terms in the above product separately. To begin with,

Prfr] = Pr [7\ = ji] •Pr [Sx = ^

= VV(Ji)la)'^Wi)lb).

From (15) and (16), it follows that

Next, for 1 < k < t - 2,

Pr [Gk HGk+i \Gk] = Pr [sk = tfc, Tk+l =jM \Sk =ik] •
•Pr [fk =jk, Sk+i =ijfe+i |2jb =jfe]

= V^(J*+i)K)' ^(5ifc(u+1)|bjfc).

From (17) and (18), it follows that

j^>Pr [Gk HGM\Gk] >(^P?) (lzsZi) . 1<*<t-2. (22)
Finally, Pr [GM\GM] =V^.Ja,-_,)•W\Bjt_x\hjt_x), so that

l>Pr[G,_1|G,.1]>(l~a)(l-/?) (23)

13



By (19), (20), (21), (22), and (23), l/fA/AT)'"1 >Pr [s =T= ((ikjk))^], and

Pr[S =T=((ikJk))tkl\]
1-P\ fl-<T\ \(l ~ Ct - p)(l - (5 - <7)""~2

- \ N ) \ M )
>

MN

[(l-«-p)(l-/?-*)]'
(MNy-1

l-t{a + p + P + cr)

(l-a)(l-/?)

(MN)*-1

which proves Part (a). That A -• 0 as t -¥ oo follows from the fact that
E(RA,Pt,V), E(RB,QUW), F(RB,Pt,V), and F(RA,QUW) converge to pos
itive numbers as / —> oo.

Part (b) is obvious from the definitions of A/ and N. D

4 Proof of the converse part

Let (/,#, S, T) be any (n, A', A) protocol, with A < 1. The aim is to prove that
K < 2nR'+°lnl This will be done by exhibiting a P GV(X) and a Q GV(y)
such that (1/n) log K is bounded above by

min [tf(PV), H(QW), H(V\P) +H(W\Q), /(P; V) +I{Q; W)] +o(l). (24)

The minimum in (24) equals m\n[H(W\Q), /(P; V)] + min[tf(V|P), I(Q; W)].
For convenience, let n(xn,yn) denote the right hand side of (1), i.e., the prob

ability that {Xn,Yn) = (xn,yn) under the strategy (/,p). If C C Xn x y\ then
let

//(C) = £ n(i\yn).
(rn,yn)€C

We will also need some notation for various empirical distributions induced by
an (xn,yn) pair. Let

(a) N(x\x«) = \{k : xk = *}|, N(y\yn) = |{* : ik = y}|.
(b) JV(x|y") = |{* : fkiy"-1) = *}|, N(y\x») = |{* :gk(xk-1) = y}|.
(c) JV(s,s|*n,yB) = \{k : Atf*"1) = x,x* = s}|.
(d) iV(y,y|*n,y») = \{k :gk(xk-1) = y,yk = y}\.

Finally, let Hv(x) = H(V{-\x)) and ff^y) = tf(W(.|y)).
The key idea in the proof is the following lemma, which helps identify a

suitable high-probability subset of "jointly typical" (xn,yn) sequences.

14



Lemma 4.1 Let S be the set of all (.rn,yn) £ Xn x y satisfying the following
conditions:

(a) \N(.v\xn) - Ex N(x\yn)V(x\x)\ < Qjn~ for all xeX.

(V \X{y\yn) - Ey N(y\xn)W(y\y)\ <Oyfi for all ye}.
(c) \\ogtx(x\yn) +Ex N(x\yn)Hv(x) +Ey N(y\xn)Hw(y)\ <6y/n.

Then, for any7 > 0, there exists $ < 00 such that /i (£) > 1 - 7 for all n.

Proof: Appendix. •

For the rest of the proof, assume that 9 is so large that \i (E) > (1 + A)/2. For
/ G [A'], let €, = {xn : T(xn) = 1} x {yn : S(yn) = /}. Then,

\ '€[*] / \/€{JCJ /

15

1-A\

(25)

For<r' GVn{XxX) and r' GPnO'xJO, let £a,tT, be the set of (xn,yn) GS such
that JV(x,x|xn,yn) = na'(x,x) and A'(y,y|xn,yn) = nr'(y,y) for all x,x,y,y.
Sincethe number of such (cr', r') pairs can be bounded above by nc, for a suitably
large c, there must exist (o-, r) such that

A* (&.r nUfi J>̂ - (26)

From now on, we will focus only on those (.rn,yn) that belong to the subset
e,,T. Let P9(x) = 52i<T(x,x), Qr(y) = Eyr(y,y), Pa(x) = T.**(***), and
Qr(y) = Ey T(y,y) be tlje marginals of a and r. We will in fact prove (24) with
Pa and QT in place of P and Q.

Now, by condition (a) in the definition off, we have \Pa(x)-P0V(x)\ < Qj\fn
for all x. It follows by the continuity of the entropyfunction (see, e.g., Lemma2.7
on p. 33 of [6]) that, for all large n,

\H{Pa) - H{PaV)\ < \X\(0/y/n-)\og(y/n-/0). (27)

Similarly, by condition (b) in the definition of £, \QT{y) —QrW(y)\ < 0/y/n for
all y, and

\H(QT) - H(QrW)\ < \y\(»/y/n)U*(y/n/$), (28)



for all large n.
If (*n,yn) G €9,r, then JV(x|yn) = nP9(x) and N(y\xn) = nQT(y). Hence,

/i(in,yn) > exp{~n[/f(Vr|P<r) + H{W\QT)] - OJZ), by condition (c) in the defi
nition of £, so that

\SOT\< 2n["(v'lp<')+tf(vvl<3*)]+*v/* (29)

Also, the type of xn must be Pa, so that P?(xn) = exp{-nH(Pc)}. Therefore,

|{x":3yns.t. (xn,yn)G^,T}| < exp{nff(P,)}
< exp{nH{PcV) + o(n)}, (30)

by (27). Similarly, yn must have type QT, so that Qj(yn) = exp{-nH(QT)}, and

|{yn:3xns.t. (x",yn) GS0%T}\ < exp{nH(QTW) + o(n)}, (31)

by (28). Finally,

n-Mogf.^"^ )
\P?(in)Qnr(yn)J

< - (H(V\Pa) +H(W\QT) - B/^t) +{H(PaV) +H(QTW) +o(l))
= I(P<,;V) + I(QT;W) + o(l), (32)

where the inequality is by condition (c) in the definition of £, (27), and (28).
We will now show that many of the decision regions £/ must intersect signifi

cantly with Sa,T- More precisely, let

£={/G[A']:M^n£/)>^}.
We will prove that |£| > K(\ - A)/8nc. To this end, note that

~" V ie[K] /

S'(U£')+(K-W)(5^)

from which the desired bound on |£| follows.
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If / G£, then \x (£^T H£/) > 0, so that £ffiT H£/ is non-empty. But this means
that

(a)|£| < \S0%r\ < exp{*lH{V\P0) + H(W\QT)]+ $,/£}.
(b)|£| < |{x" : 3y" s.t. (x",y") G£,,T}| < exp{nH(PaV) + o(n)}.
(c)|£| < |{yn:3x"s.t. (x",y") G£<,,T}| < exp{nH(QTW) + o(n)}.

The right inequalities in (a), (b), and (c) are by (29), (30), and (31) respectively.
Together with the lower bound on |£|, these inequalities yield three of the desired
terms in the minimum occuring in (24). For the fourth term, note that

i > [ew-'ohHx^s-'w)'
Lj=i JLt=i J

>(£\/^(r-'(/))c?;(S-H0))
> f]£\/£?(r-l(/))<k(S-l(/))) , (33)

where the second step is by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Now,

f>;(r-'(/))^(5-l(/)) = £ £(*")&(*")
{in,yn)eet

{in,yn)€Sinea,T

> Y, ;/(.rn, yn)2"nl/(Pff;V)+/(Qr;VV)1-o(n)
{xn,yn)&Sir\£a>T

> | 1 A)2-n[/(^W(<?'-;H')]-<>(n) if /e £.
\4Knc) " '

The second inequality is by (32). Substituting back in (33), and using the fact
that |£| > A'(l - A)/8nc, we get A' < exp{n[/(P„; V) + I(QT; W)] + o(n)}. This
completes the proof. D

Appendix

Proof of the weak converse:

We will now sketch the proof of (13). Let (/, g, 5, T) be any (n, A', A) protocol.
Let Pk(x) = Pr[Xk = x], Qk(y) = Pr[Yk = y], P(x) = rrl£fcA(*), and
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Q(y) = n-lT,kQk(y). Then,

n

= £ffW)
jt=i

< nH(PV), (34)

Similarly,

^(V"1) < nff(QW). (35)
Also,

^(A-,fn) = J2H(^M^k-\yk-1)

= £>(AVfc|A'*-\K^\-Y*,Yi) (36)

= 2[//(A',|A',) +^(H|n)] (37)
Jfc=l

= Y,[H[V\Pk) + H(W\Qk)]
k=i

= n[H{V\P) + H(W\Q)l (38)

where (36) is because (-Y*,Vi) is a^function of (A'*"1,^*"1), and (37) is be
cause Xk is independent of (A"*"1, Y'"*, Y*) given Xk, and Y* is independent of
(Yk-\Xk,Xk) given Yk.

By (34), (35), and (38),

I(Xn;Yn) = H(Xn) + H(Yn)-H(Xn,Yn)
< n[I(P;V) + I(Q;W)). (39)

But

(a) (1 - A)logK - 1 < H(S,T) < H(Xn,Yn).
(b) (1 - 2A) log K - 2 < min{//(5), H(T)} < mm{H(Yn), H(Xn)}.
(c) (1 - 3A)log K - 3 < 7(5; T) < I(Yn; Xn).

The left inequalities in (a), (b), and (c) are by (6), (7), and (8), respectively. The
right inequalities hold because 5 is a function of Yn and T is a function of Xn.
Combining these with (34), (35), (38), and (39), we have

n-1[(l-3A)logA'-3]
< min{tf(PV), H(QW), H(V\P) + H(W\Q), I(P; V) + /(<?; W)}
= mm{H(W\Q), /(P; V)} + min{tf(V|P), /(Q; W)}
< R\

18



The weak converse follows from this. D

Proof of Lemma 3.2:

Let Wt(Q) be the set of those U' G W(Z,Z) such that tQ(z)U'(z\z) is an
integer, for all z,z. For any such U\ define Tv(c) to be the set of zl such that
N{z,z\c,zl) = tQ(z)U'(z\z) for all z,z. Here, N(z,z\c,zt) is the number of
occurences of the pair (z, z) in (c, zl). (Recall that Q is the type of c.)

For each U' G VV*(<2), construct L pairwise disjoint subsets of Cfl 7t/'(c), say
Cu'{l), •.. ,Cu>(L), eachofsize exactly [\C C\Tu'(c)\/L\ (the subsets are otherwise
arbitrary). Let

C(/)= U ft"(0, /€[L1.
c/'ew,(Q)

It is then clear that {/'(C(/)|c) is the same for all / G [£], since every C(/) has
the same number of sequences of any given conditional type w.r.t. c. It remains
to upper bound f7'(C(e)|c), where C(e) is the set of those sequences in C that are
not in any of the C(l). To this end, note that

|Cn7Hc)|modL < min{Z,,|7Hc)|}
< min{2<*,2<"^>}
_ 2f[tf(l/'|Q)-(ff(C/'|Q)-/l)+]

Therefore,

tf*(C(c)|c) = £ IV n Tw(c)\ mod L] •2"W»)+w™
U'eW(Q)

< |W,(Q)| max (2-4^tr'IIWH(//(HQ)-«)+]l
< 2-tF(R>Q'u)+°(t)

since |Wt(Q)| can be bounded above by a polynomial in t. The stated properties
of F(R, Q, U) are easy to establish. D

Proof of Lemma 4.1:

Let Ck = \ogV(Xk\fk(Yk-l)) + \ogW(Yk\9k(Xk-1)), 1 < k < n. Then,
ElCfclX*-1,^*-1] = -Hv(fk(Yk-1)) - Hw(gk(Xk-1)). Therefore,

log 11 (Xn, Yn) +£ N(x\Yn)Hv(x) +£ JV(y|A:n)tfw(y)
x y

= £ [log v(xk\fk(Yk-1)) +log wfttotf*-1))]
fc=l
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so that

+£[ff"(/*(V*-|)) +Hw(gk{Xk-i))}
/fc=l

= £(c*-£[ct|.v*-',y-*-1]),
k=l

Pr{| log,, (A"\ K") +£ N(x\Y")Hv(x) +£ AT(j,|*")ff"'(y)| >0sft}
X y

= Pr{\±(Ck-E[Ck\Xk-\Yk-l])\>0^}

* (i)Var[g^
< <ty05

(40)

(41)

Here, C* = Ck - E[Ck\Xk-\Yk'1], and (40) is by Chebyshev's inequality. To
justify (41), observe that the Cfc's are pairwise uncorrelated, and that there exists
a constant <5, determined by V and W only, such that Var(Cjb) < 8 for all A:.

Next, for any x, define the random variable Ak to be 1 if Xk = x and 0
otherwise (1 < k < n). Then, E[Ak\Xk~l,Yk~l] = V^IMY1"1)). Therefore,

N(£\Xn)-"£N(x\Y»)V(£\x) = £[l(Xk =x)-V(x\fk(Yk-1))]
* k=i

= £(^-S[.4*|**-«,V'*-']),
Jk=l

so that

Pr{|iV(i|A:») - £ N(x\Yn)V(i\x)\ >9^} < (J-) Var £^"*
Jt=l

< i/o2.
Here, i* = Ak - E[Ak\Xk-\Yk~1]. The last inequality holds because the Ak's
are pairwise uncorrelated, and their variances cannot exceed 1. By takinga union
bound over all x, we have

Pr{3x s.t. \N(x\Xn) - £ N(x\Yn)V(x\x)\ >0^} <\X\/02. (42)
A similar argument proves that

Pr{3y s.t. \N(y\Yn) - £ N(y\Xn)W(y\y)\ >Oyft) < \y\/02. (43)
y

By (41), (42), and (43), the probability that (Xn,Yn) violates any of the
conditions in the definition of £ can be made arbitrarily small by choosing 6 large
enough. D
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